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SUBMISSION

NSW Independent Planning Commission Public Meeting on St Leonards
South Plan

Unfortunately, I will be overseas when this public meeting is being held, so I
am sending you this submission, because I have serious misgivings about the
over development of the St Leonards South Precinct. This Plan is flying in the
face of many recent concerns raised in the press and in other forums about
how this type of development is drastically altering for the worse the character
and culture of Sydney as a liveable city. Many comparisons are being drawn
with other cities of similar size and scale and demonstrate that Sydney is not
being wise in managing for its future population growth, in fact it is being
downright foolish. So I, and many other concerned citizens who want to stay
living in Sydney, must stop this rampant destruction of our environment
before it is irreversible. Please note, I am not against development per se, but I
am against the type of rampant overdevelopment we see happening in many
suburbs with no regard for aesthetics, mixed housing, sympatheticl
architecture, corresponding infrastructure and plenty of green space to ensue
the health and well being of our citizens, and it must not be allowed to
continue.

The most important question to consider is: is the SLS Plan consistent with the stated aims
of the St Leonards and Crows Nest Master Plan? and given that those stated aims are to
create a liveable, attractive, healthy, green space for all demographics, with infrastructure
keeping well abreast of developments, and a viable mix of commercial and residential
tenants, then clearly that answer must be ‘NO’.

I submit the following objections to the Plan:

The scale

The most obvious issue is that part of an existing suburban low density zone is
being brutally converted into a high rise jungle.
138 bungalows are being replace by 2,400 apartments comprising 27 high rise
towers of 8 - 19 stories.
This will constitute an unacceptable encroachment on the remaining houses,
block out the sun and create wind tunnels where once were sunny footpaths.
Blind Freddy can see a potential ghetto here.

Surely the IPC could compromise with high rise simply along the highway,
and transition back to low density as is normal development practice.

Schools

Schools in the area are already overcrowded in spite of current replacement of








